
 
Elusive Himalayan Trails - Ladakh - 2021  

 

Ladakh is a desert mountain valley located high in the Himalayan Mountains in the north part of the Indian state of 

Jammu & Kashmir. "Ladakh" means "The place of Passes". The valley is one of the least populated regions in India and is 

the gateway to the northernmost reaches of the nation. 

 

Ladakh attracts many adventure tourists because of its undisturbed beauty and less crowded roads. The roads are 

rugged yet too scenic to be tired! The nature is truly in its best form and amazes us every single time. It is one of the 

toughest terrains in India but trust us, it is totally worth it!  So pack your bags, set your riding gear and get ready to be 

mesmerized by the serenity of Ladakh India! 

 

About Elusive Himalayan Trails 

Elusive Himalayan Trails is a signature ride from Tourbugs and it runs through the rugged yet very scenic part of the 

Himalayas. The breath taking landscapes are perfect for photography & videography. The secret trails perfect for pure 

riding experiences along with some very unusual wildlife. The routes which go along the rivers & inspire you to do great 

journeys even though the terrain is demanding.  History of the places that takes you to stone age. History, that will make 

you think about our existence & make you wonder about the culture & Dharma.  

This tour is not for those people who been in Ladakh before &  say ''Ladakh is crowded and there is nothing much to 

see''. Better stay away from such new Indian social media wannabes, thirsting to travel on facebook & Instagram. The 

Himalayas have a lot to offer and this ride is for people who want to experience a different Ladakh and visit places 

beyond regular tourist spots. 

The deserted Himalayas has lots of hidden secrets, the more you explore the less you know and at the end of the tour it 

will definitely leave you speechless.  

 

Riding Experience :  Get ready for one of a lifetime riding experience! The terrain of Ladakh is famous amongst all the 

adventure lovers. Riding along the Indus, Suru, Stod & Zanskar river with a view of horses running along the river beds, 

view of thousands of sheep's & goats grazing on wetlands! Seems like a dreamland, right? Well, we will be riding in this 

dreamland and clicking a lot of pictures (both physical and mental) as it is too scenic to miss on any of the things.  

Also, not to miss when it comes to riding though dried-up river streams, bone chilling deep water crossings, sand 

patches and to the highest of the high passes will quench your thirst for adventure for a long time. The off-roads for 

miles and miles. Sometimes we will have to follow the direction and keep riding even without the trails marks. 

Sometimes the terrain gets so tough that you may not feel riding anymore, but the moment you stop enjoying, the fun 

turns in to fear. We want you to keep your spirits high. 

Even wildlife photography & offers Wildlife, Landscapes, tough terrains & very experiential stays along with various 

culture & food.  
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In this tour we will be taking  some of the non tourist places & routes to explore Ladakh like in the olden days. 

We are taking you to rugged, tough terrain of Ladakh which includes  Suru Valley, Zanskar Valley, The High & Highest 

Motorable roads, Changthang, Indo-Pak border, Indo-China Border, Pangong Tso, Moonland, Sand Dunes (Not Nubra 

Valley)  and unknown plateaus layered with natural flowers. 

During this ride we will be riding through challenging off roads of Suru & Zanskar Valley, through dried up river streams 

and beyond tourist places to experience wildlife. This ride is tiring but the scenery will definitely soothe you.  

Wild Life : Mammals -Tibetan Wild Asses, Mormots, Gua, Ibex, Fox, Tibetan antelope etc.  

Birlds like Bar-headed goose (ngangpa), Black-necked crane (trhung-trhung),Tibetan Snowcock, Chukar, Brown-headed 

gull etc. 

Culture & Lost Army of Alexander-Aryan Valley:  The pure race of Aryans 

A community which for thousands of years have lived in isolation in their inaccessible villages- The Brokpa Cummunnity 
These villages are situated on the banks of Indus River Darchik, Garkon & Dah  
 
They have distinct features – tall and statuesque, with green eyes, high cheek bone, fair with flawless skin and some 
with blonde hair. They are the pure bloodline of the Aryans & direct descendants from the Alexander’s Army. This tribe 
has rather successfully been able to keep its gene pool intact, using strong social sanctions and rules. 
 
This tribe is identified by a colorful headgear called Tepi that has various colorful props attached, embellished with 
colorful berry flowers. The red flowers shown in picture called as ‘Montho’ by them. This flower doesn’t fade even for a 
year. The women wear heavy metal, gold and silver jewellery along with full length sheep skin capes and sheep wool 
dress! Old metal coins are part of the accessory. All married people put it, it signifies our love and prosperity and is 
considered auspicious 
 
Either these people were remnants of the Alexander’s Greek army or the original Aryan race from which all the Indo-
European people descended. Any inter mixing with outsiders by way of marriage and kinship is forbidden in this 
Community. These villages are beautiful located in deep valley with steep sides, overlooking overflowing Indus River. 
The irrigation system is well planned to cultivate many Vegetables and fruits. They have managed glacier water stream 
through village. 
 

Suru Valley:  Suru Valley is most fertile part of Ladakh. Suru Valley serves as Ladakh’s granary. Lower Suru Valley is 

extensively cultivated with barley, wheat, millet and bean fields interspersed with willows. This valley encompasses the 

catchment basin of the Suru River, which emerges from the Panzella glacier.  Lofty pinnacles of Kun and Nun mountains 

crown the breathtaking landscape of this scenic region. Parachik Glacier is a beautiful location situated at the slopes of 

Nun – Kun Mountains.  

Zanskar Valley: Zanskar remains one of the very few places on Earth that, for several months every year, becomes 

almost entirely isolated from the rest of the world. It can only be reached, or left, via the frozen river 

Zanskar. Geographically, the Zanskar mountain range separates this region from the rest of Ladakh. It is fed by two 

rivers: the Doda, which has its origin near the Pensi La (4.400m), and the Kargyak, with its source near the Shingo 

La (5.100m), which then merges with the Tsarap River and is hereinafter referred to as Lungnak. In the Central Valley of 

Zanskar, the Doda and the Lungnak combine to give birth to the great Zanskar River.  

Actually Zanskar needs no introduction. With an encompassing rugged terrain and the pristine valleys, Zanskar is known 

for its breath taking views. From torrid days to gelid nights, temperatures range wildly in this magical land. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tibetan_antelope
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bar-headed_goose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black-necked_crane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tibetan_snowcock
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chukar_partridge
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The Drang-Drung Glacier is likely to be the largest glacier in Ladakh other than the Siachen Glacier in the Karakoram 

Range. The Drang-Drung Glacier is a long river of ice and snow, a source of the Stod River[2] which is a tributary of 

the Zanskar River. 

 

World Famous Pangong Tso:  

We are spending good amount of time at Pangong Tso to experience changing shades of lake during Sunrise, Sunset & 

mid afternoon. Also would be taking around in midnight to experience millions of stars and milky way.  

This journey of 25kms is going to be memorable throughout the life. This stretch is very scenic and a relaxed ride for 

photography lovers. Also a place to click your profile pictures with rugged terrain & lake in background.  Observe the 

shades of lake throughout the day. Pangong Tso is one of most beautiful lakes in the world. Defiantly this deserves a 

relaxed day to experience the changing colors of lake. overnight stay at Homestay/ Guesthouse. Also experience local 

fool along with local culture around the bonfire. 

Over all it’s a ride for riders, riders interested in wildlife, photography and mountain experiences.  

We are doing very experiential terrain & few secret routes only known by locals. Also we are riding beyond tourist places 

hence do not intend to share the information about those routes in this itinerary. Those routes will be briefed on daily 

basis during the ride.  

 

DAY Places   1600 KMs 

DAY 1 
Reach Leh- Pick up from Airport to Hotel stay in 
comfortable hotel 

Saturday 5 

Day 2 Leh to Panikhar Sunday 177 

DAY 3 Panikhar to XXX (Zanskar Valley) Monday 53 

DAY 4 XXX to XXX (Zanskar Valley) Tuesday 130 

DAY 5 Break day (Zanskar Valley) Wednesday 105 

DAY 6 XXX to XXX Thursday 105 

DAY 7 XXX to Aryan Valley via secret Lake Friday 235 

DAY 8 Aryan Valley to Leh Saturday 115 

DAY 9 Leh to XXX Sunday 255 

DAY 10 XXX  ( Wildlife & trails Experience) Monday 55 

DAY 11 XXX to Pangong Tso Tuesday 175 

DAY 12 
Break Day at Pangong Tso (Photography) 

Wednesday 10 

DAY 13 
Pangong Tso to Leh via Chang La 

Thursday 175 

Day 14  
Fly Back 

Friday 0  

                

                                                               

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ladakh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siachen_Glacier
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karakoram_Range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karakoram_Range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_source
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stod_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stod_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zanskar_River
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Price: -  

 

USD 2350 Per Person  

Package Inclusions: -  

    Motorcycle available for you to choose from below options. Options needs to conveyed to us in advance. 

     - Royal Enfield  500cc Bullet 500/ Classic 500 

     -Royal Enfield 350cc Classic 350 

     - Bajaj Avenger 220cc 

    - Himalayan (410cc) for the tour with extra charge of INR 600/- per day. 

    SUV/MUV/ Bolero Pickup  with an experienced driver for the complete tour as a backup vehicle & supplies 

    Meals throughout the journey (Breakfast & Dinner).  

    Packaged mineral water throughout the tour  

    Entry Charges to all monuments ( monastery & wildlife etc) 

    All sightseeing, tolls, permits, etc on the tour 

    Highly experienced Tour Leader cum rider for the entire tour English, Hindi & Marathi Speaking  

    All inner line permits required for foreign & domestic traveler  

    First aid with required medicines for High Altitude 

   We have a varied choice of food in most places.  

   Accommodation in good listed hotels and luxury camps on double occupancy basis 

   A highly experienced local Ladakhi speaking guide from the region accompanies us wherever required 

   A kit with essentials like maps, basic tools, etc to keep with you at all times 

   Tour Captain - Our highly experienced guide accompanies you on the tour (English and Hindi speaking)     

 

Basically you just need to enjoy the tour while we have everything in order for you. We are making sure that you don't 

have to spend money on anything apart from your own personal shopping. 

Package Exclusions: -   

    Any expenses incurred due to Force Majeure. 

    Fuel/ Petrol for motorcycles  

    Lunch  

    Personal expenses like telephone, laundry, tips, drinks etc 

     Any other items not mentioned in the inclusions. 

     Flight Tickets  

Group Size:  

Minimum 6  to Maximum 10 riders +  motorcycle guides + backup crew of 2. 

If you cannot ride a motorcycle or you want your family to accompany you? Write to us and we’ll fix it for you. 

If you have your own group size of more than 8 people please write to us so we can fix that as a custom tour and rework 

the cost for you also.  

Riding Gear:  

 Good certified helmets,  full face.  

 Jacket and riding trousers with protection. Alternatively a good set of knee and elbow guards. 
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 Riding boots with protection. Alternatively, you may wear a good pair of high ankle boots with steel / composite toe 

protection.  

 Riding thermal gloves with protection. 

  Good tint or clear glasses to wear in the helmet for protection against sun and dust 

 All the above riding gear should preferably be waterproof in case the weather goes bad or proper rain gear to wear 

over the riding gear. It gets really cold when it rains or snows.  

 You may carry hydration packs, tank bags, GPS systems, etc as per your convenience.  

Luggage:  

Carry only essentials that you need for your use since the flight allowance is only 15+7 kgs.  Avoid paying excess 

baggage.  

Essentials you should have: 

 Just enough clothes to last you for the trip since you will get laundry services in Leh directly. 

 Warm wear - Pull overs, sweaters, thermal inners or anything else you feel is required by you in low temperatures.  

 Good tint or clear glasses to wear for protection against sun and dust. 

 One pair of sandals, chappals or sneakers that you are comfortable with.  

 Hiking pants / shorts or any other basic hiking gear you might want to carry. 

 Enough underclothes and socks.  

 Medicines if you are on a certain routine medication and any other medication you think you might need.  

 Free luggage space if you intend to shop for souvenirs from the trip.  

All the above  gear should preferably be waterproof in case the weather goes bad. It gets really cold when it rains or 

snows.  

Other things to carry:  

 Phone, camera, video camera, spare memory cards and chargers. 

 Spare spectacles if you wear powered lenses.  

 Flash light. 

 Energy bars / Dry fruits / Electrolytes to carry on you at all times. 

 Anything else that you feel you need to have.  

 

To keep in mind: 

 This adventure tour covers some harsh mountain terrain so you need to promise yourself that you have enough  

experience to enjoy yourself safely.  

 We also suggest that you have valid travel insurance at the time of the tour.  

 Do make sure you are physically fit to do the tour.  

 Avoid using radio communication devices /satellite phones on the tour for security reasons. 
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Altitude Sickness: 

1.What is altitude sickness? 

Altitude sickness usually affects us at altitudes higher than 2500 m (8000 ft) above mean sea level. The first feel of reduced oxygen in 

the air is by getting breathless during activities that would be commonplace to us at home. It is quite similar to a hangover - it causes 

headache, nausea, and fatigue. This is very common: some people are only slightly affected, others feel awful.  

2.What causes altitude sickness? 

Altitude sickness happens because there is less oxygen in the air that you breathe at high altitudes.  It can happen to anyone. Even 

physically fit individuals are not protected - Olympic athletes get altitude sickness too. Part of the mystery of acute mountain 

sickness is that it is difficult to predict who will be affected. There are many stories of fit and healthy people being badly limited by 

symptoms of acute mountain sickness, while their older companions have felt fine. 

3.Altitude sickness prevention 

Go up slowly, take it easy, and give your body time to get used to the altitude. The body has an amazing ability to acclimatize to 

altitude. Drink lots of water and eat light food. 

4.Can I take drugs to prevent altitude sickness? 

As with everything, many treatments and untested herbal remedies are claimed to prevent mountain sickness. These treatments can 

make AMS worse or have other dangerous side effects. Only one drug is currently known to prevent AMS and to be safe for this 

purpose: acetazolamide (diamox). It causes some minor side effects, such as tingling fingers and a funny taste in the mouth. 

At Last you don't have to worry about High Altitude sickness, Our experienced tour guide will make sure that none of you suffers 

from High Altitude sickness and everyone is properly acclimatized by properly briefing you before commencing the tour & on tour. 

You just need to follow our instructions carefully. 

Please do write back with your valuable feedback or queries. This will help us  enhance your experience. You may get in touch with 

us anytime for any additional information you require.  

To view other tours that we conduct please visit our website – www.tourbugs.in  

Get updates on our trips, photos and live feed on our social media pages: Feel free to reach us in case of any further questions/ 

queries. 

 
 

Team Tourbugs 

Arvind Singh: +91 9769956969  

Arti Navindgikar : +91 9765237127  

E-Mail:  explore@tourbugs.in  

Website : www.tourbugs.in                   
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